3676 Domino
A set of double-six dominoes with 28 tiles is the most popular size of dominoes set. In a double-six
domino set, the numbers on the tiles range from 0 (or blank) to 6. In a double-six set, there are seven
suits (0 or blank, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), each with seven members.

The game can be started with any tile. Until the first double played, the game layout has only 2
“end” opens. After the first double played (which is called spinner), the game can be played on two
additional edges (the game layout has 4 “open” ends now). All subsequent doubles can only played as
other tiles except that its value is counted twice when calculating the score of the game layout.
In one play turn, a tile can be added to an “open” end if the number of points in the added head
of the tile matches the number of points in this “open” end.
The Domino game usually is played by at least 2 persons. Let’s consider a game played by just a
single person. The object of the game is to create as much as possible situations where the open ends
of the game layout added up to a multiple of five (5, 10, 15, 20, etc.). The score at each play turn is
the total sum of open ends when they added up to a multiple of five. This score is added up to the
current score of the game.
In this case, the game is quite simple. At first, a sequence of 28 tiles in random order is given. Then
the tiles are taken from the sequence one by one. For each tile, the player might add it into the game
layout or leave it out.
Your task is to write a program to play the game in order to obtain the highest total score.

Input
The input consists of several data sets. The first line of the input file contains the number of data sets
which is a positive integer and is not bigger than 20.
The following lines describe the data sets. For each data set, a single line contains 56 numbers
separated by space represents 28 tiles of the game, 2 consecutive numbers for each tile.

Output
For each data set, write in one line the highest score that can be obtained.
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Notes:

Examples of how to calculate the score at each play turn:

Examples of how to calculate the score at each play turn:
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The game layout to obtain the highest score for the first data set in the sample input

The game layout to obtain the highest score for the second data set in the sample input
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Sample Input
2
01362511160324054446061523450056043355340266123522131426
15332224061135023613550403254544261405460001345666161223

Sample Output
150
145
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